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Abstract. The Internet water army (IWA) usually refers to hidden paid posters 
and collusive spammers, which has already generated big threats for cyber se-
curity. Many researchers begin to study how to effectively identify the IWA. 
Currently, most efforts to distinguish non-IWA and IWA in data mining context 
focus on utilizing classification-based algorithms, including Bayesian Network, 
SVM, KNN and etc... However, Bayesian Network need strong conditional in-
dependence assumption, KNN has big computation costs, above approach may 
affect the effectiveness to some extent in real industrial applications. Hence, 
Neural Networks-like deep approach for IWA identification gradually becomes 
an emerging but possible direction and attempt. Unfortunately, there also exists 
one main problem, which is how to balance the deep learning and computation 
costs in hierarchical architecture. More specially, combine leaning-level heuris-
tic training design and computing-level concurrent computation is a challenging 
issue. In this paper, we propose a collaborative hierarchical approach based on 
the deep belief network (DBN) for IWA identification. Firstly, a DBN-based 
collaborative model with hierarchical classifying mechanism is built. Then to-
wards Hadoop platform, the Downpour Stochastic gradient descent (Downpour 
SGD) is exploited for DBN pre-training. Finally, the dynamical workflow will 
be designed for managing the whole learning-based classifying process. The 
experimental evaluation shows that the valid of our approach. 
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1 Introduction 

With the rapid development of the Internet, cyber security issues become more  
and more prominent. Recently, the internet water army (IWA) draws more and more 
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attentions. The IWA refers to post online comments or articles with particular content 
on social media for some hidden purpose in order to affect public opinion. They inten-
tionally or unintentionally spread rumors and attack others, causing extreme emotions 
and national antagonism, which belong to an emerging threat for cyber security. 
Therefore, effective regulatory on IWA is desperately needed. 

To defend the IWA, the basic challenge is to identify IWA firstly. Actually, IWA 
identification is essentially a classification, which should analyze the users’ historical 
behaviors and compute the inner-class and inter-class differences between IWA and 
normal user. Most common classification algorithms have been exploited in IWA 
identification, such as Bayesian Network, SVM, KNN, and Neural Networks and so 
on. However, for real industrial application of big data context, these approaches have 
some disadvantages to some extent. For instance, the Bayesian network is based on 
probability and statistics, which predict samples classes using Bayesian principles. 
However, Bayesian principles need a strong conditional independence assumption 
which is always invalid for IWA in real scenario. SVM requires prior calculation of 
the samples’ space vector and the weight of each dimension, while the weight setting 
always relies on experience and problem analysis and directly affects the accuracy  
of the result. KNN is a lazy learning method, which stores samples until they are 
needed to learning. It may lead to a large computational overhead if the sample set is 
complex.  

With the development of deep learning, the work based on neural network algo-
rithm draws special attention again. As a commonly used classification algorithm, it 
determines its model parameters by training and objectively reflects the impact of 
various factors on the final result. However the basic neural network model is so 
complicated. When the training date set scales up, the training process will take too 
much time to complete, and furthermore, improper initializations of weight easily 
result in the local minimum problem. These disadvantages can bring poor conver-
gence, low accuracy, time-consuming problems when using neural network-type algo-
rithm to detect IWA. 

Hence, a collaborative hierarchical approach based on DBN will be proposed in 
this work. Our approach will build a parallel-improved DBN model and defines the 
mechanism of DBN collaboration between the various parts of the model. The model 
mainly consists of three modules: user data pre-processing module, DBN model train-
ing module and the collaboration module. Especially for the collaboration module, we 
define the feedback process of the convergence and accuracy of the DBN in the form 
of workflow. Beside, parallel computing model are used in user data pre-processing 
module and DBN model training module. We hope that this approach can not only 
improve the convergence and accuracy of IWA detection, but also solves the problem 
of costing too much time in the model training process with the mass of sample data. 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses related work, fol-
lowed by the presentation of a DBN-based classifying approach and its details in Sec-
tion 3. Section 4 presents the experimental results that illustrate the benefits of the 
proposed scheme compared to other approaches. Finally, Section 5 provides the con-
cluding remarks and future work. 
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2 Related Work 

The related work of IWA identification can be grouped into two aspects: behavior-
based recognition and content-based recognition.  In addition, spam detection work in 
Web 2.0 also has close and significant inspiration for IWA identification. 

Behavior-based work can be further divided into two categories: direct calculation 
type [1-2] and training-leaning type [3]. In the direct calculation type, Chen Kai et al 
[1] aimed at the account list which has forwarded hot topic. They determine the initial 
IWA sample collection S and fans of S by artificial judgments and choose part of the 
fans of S to join in S through a sample filter in next epochs. This method uses the 
social relations of the IWA to identify more IWA. However, it has some limitations 
that it ignores the few relations between the IWA. Zhang Guoqing et al [2] extend the 
feature vector to 16 dimensions and identify IWA by comparing the pre-set threshold 
to the result of the calculation of the weighted dimensions. However, in this method, 
the weight of dimensions is set relatively subjective. In the leaning-training type, Han 
Zhongming et al [3] transform the behavior and features of the micro-blog users to 
characteristic vector, constructing a probabilistic graph of features and behavior: 
P(D|w)P(w)=(ΠP(z(i),y(i)|x1

(i),…xn
(i),w))P(w), where D is the number of samples, xn

(i) is 
the feature characteristic of dimension n of the  i th user, yn(i) is the behavioural cha-
racteristics of dimension n of the i the user, w is the weight of each feature weight, z 
is the probability for user is IWA. Finally, use the Maximum Likelihood Estimation to 
get parameter w and so on in probabilistic graph, which can calculate the probability 
of that a given user is IWA. The above methods are largely dependent on the selected 
characteristics which will result in selection too artificial and subjective. 

Content-based work mainly focus on posting content itself, through distinguishing 
IWA through statistics of normal and abnormal posting depending on language  
characteristic. There are three mainly ideas in this approach: the first one4 is to use 
emotional tendency for a single posting. In this idea, they consider IWA has a strong 
emotional tendency to beautify or demonize something; the second [4-7] is based on 
the tendency to deceive of a single posting. In this idea, posting of IWA is deceptive 
opinion spam with some statistical law. The work [8] is based on similarity of mul-
tiple posts. In this idea, they consider IWA tend not to write multiple posts in order  
to pursue post speed. Instead, IWA prefers to make slight changes to the same post 
and forward largely. However, these methods based on the content analysis have a 
common defect that a simple analysis of contents would not be conclusive evidence 
for IWA identification. In addition, in the evolution of fighting with IWA, count of 
the machine post decreased and manual post increased, which makes identification 
based on content analysis extremely difficult. 

Spam is the term widely used to describe the phenomenon that spam messages 
spread everywhere. Spam, broadly defined, refers the behavior of sending information 
actively with no specific target through the electronic information system, involving 
micro-blog and forums. Non-target greedy spread for behavior and spam for content, 
there are similarities between Spam and IWA. Anti-Spam research has a history of ten 
years, mainly including text-based, behavior-based and image-based feature extrac-
tion. There has been a lot of typical work: a) text-based mainly uses bag-of-words 
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(BoW) [9], space binary polynomial hashing (SBPH) [10], orthogonal space bigrams 
(OSB) [11], and biological immune system (BIS) [12]; b) behavior-based spam detec-
tion is to filter spam by extracting the behavioral characteristics of the email. These 
commonly used methods are based on system log and message header information 
[13], attachment [14], and the network [15]; c) image-based feature extraction mainly 
focuses on extracting the key characteristics of the picture. There are a lot of the typi-
cal approaches to extract e-mail feature based on machine learning in intelligent spam 
detection, involving Bayesian [16,17], K-nearest neighbor[18,19], Boosting Trees 
[20], SVM [21,22], Rcchio [23] and Artificial Neural Networks [24], and so on. 

It is worth noting that the Neural Network has been a very special research in so-
cial media Spam, due to the surprising improved recognition effect. However, it is 
difficult to be widely used because of the non-ignorable locally optimal, slow conver-
gence [25] and other problem. In the works of J.Clark et al [24], the email classifica-
tion based on the artificial neural network received 99.13% recognition accuracy on 
Ling-Spam corporace10 dataset. Guangchen Ruan et al [26] use BP Neural Network 
to identify Spam. First, they extract feature from email using KLGA algorithm and 
reduce the dimension of the vector space model of message. Then they classify the 
message by three layers BP Neural network. This approach has a 97%-99% recogni-
tion rate on PU and Ling-Spam corpora10 dataset. But its main shortcomings include 
the need for more time to compute and the great impact on network convergence the 
initial settings have. 

With the breakthrough that Hinton et al did on Neural Network in 2006, deep 
learning technology, especially DBN [27], gained success in image recognition, 
voice recognition, and natural language content comprehension. So this has inspired 
us to take advantage of the new generation of neural networks to extract behavior and 
feature, exchanging time for the calculation of neurons for accuracy and adaptive 
performance in IWA recognition. 

3 Overview of the Classifying Approach 

The classifying approach is designed to consist of three modules: user data pre-
processing module, DBN model training modules and collaboration module. The user 
data pre-processing module convert the original user descriptive information to vec-
tor, and divide the user data set into two parts: DBN model training data and test data; 
DBN model training module trains DBN model with training data set which is get in 
user data pre-processing module, includes two processes: model pre-training process 
and model fine tuning process; Collaboration module defines the feedback process of 
the convergence and accuracy of the first two modules in the form of workflow. 
Schematic overview of the approach is shown in Figure 1.  
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Fig. 1. Schematic Approach Overview 

3.1 Data Pre-processing 

User information needs to be expressed in the form of a mathematical transformation 
before the classification. Objectively, the user relevant information contains user 
name, user registration time, previous login time, login IP, browsing history records, 
post history records, replies history records, friends’ records, followers’ records, fol-
lowings’ records. We select the representative information as the reference to classify 
users and accordingly propose a multi-attribute description user information frame-
work.  

Using the multi-attribute descriptive user information framework, user descriptive 
information can be transformed into a vector which is mathematical representations of 
the user information. In addition, in order to facilitate setting initial weights in  
DBN model training, value of each dimension in user information vector need to be in 
[-1,1]. We present a normalization to deal with each dimension of the vector. That is 
to say we extract the value range of each dimension of the vector, find and normalized 
the dimensions which value range is beyond [-1, 1].  

As shown in Figure.2, the vector generation process and normalization process can 
use parallel computing model. In user descriptive vector generation phase, all user 
information is randomly divided into m group to parallel process. Each group will be 
responsible for transforming user descriptive information to descriptive vector and 
each vector will be assigned an ID number then. Finally, we obtain a collection which 
contains pairs of user ID and descriptive vector. In the user descriptive vector norma-
lization process, we first use MapReduce parallel frame to find the dimensions which 
value range is beyond [-1, 1] of the vector as well as the biggest absolute values of 
these dimensions. Then we use these values to normalize these dimensions. Normali-
zation process can also divide user descriptive vector into m group to normalize in 
parallel. 
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Fig. 2. Parallel Pre-processing Diagram  

Through the above process, the normalized descriptive user vector collection can 
be obtained. A part of the collection data is classified, that is, this part of users has 
been marked as IWA or normal. This type of date is called “classified data sets”. The 
“classified data sets” is divided into two parts for the subsequent DBN model training. 
One part called “training data set” is for the training while the other part called “test 
data set” is for accuracy tests for the DBN model obtained after training. As the DBN 
model needs enough samples to learn so that hiding law in these samples can be simu-
late, the “training data set” generally is given more samples. However, too many 
samples will increase the amount of computation and bring an over calculate disad-
vantage.  

3.2 DBN Training  

DBN (Deep Belief Network) model is a kind of deep neural network model and is a 
probability generation model that consists of multilayer random variables. Basic DBN 
model consists of two layers of RBM (Restricted Boltzmann Machines) and a layer of 
BP neural network (Back Propagation Neural Network). The training process of the 
DBN model is divided into two phases: pre-training phase and fine-tuning phase. 

Pre-training phase use layer by layer unsupervised greedy learning methods to train 
the two RBM layers in the model: First, use the input data and the first layer if hidden 
layers as a RBM to train to get the parameters, then fix the parameter of the RBM and 
take the first hidden layer as the visible layer and the second as the hidden layer to 
train the new RBM. Finally, we obtain the parameters of the second RBM and deter-
mine the parameters of the two RBM at the moment and complete the pre-training 
process of the DBN model. In this process, the training process of each RBM is inde-
pendent, which greatly simplifies the process of training the model. 
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After the pre-training, the entire network is equivalent to BP neural network. This 
BP neural network contains two layers of hidden nodes, network parameters between 
the input layer and the first layer of hidden nodes, as well as the parameters between 
the two layers of hidden node, has completed initialization. You only need to random-
ly initialize the network parameters of the second hidden layer nodes and output 
nodes, you can take error back propagation trainings according to the normal BP 
neural network training methods until the model reaches convergence or termination 
conditions, this process is called fine-tuning. 

In the DBN model pre-training phase, we use layer by layer greedy unsupervised 
learning methods to train two RBM. Compared to the traditional multi-feedback train-
ing model, this approach simplifies the training process model, accelerating the train-
ing speed of the model to a certain extent.  However, In the face of massive training 
data set, single RBM layer training still takes a long time. So, parallel processing is 
applied to accelerate the single RBM layer training and speed up the pre-training of 
DBN model, shortening the DBN model pre-training stage time.  

For parallel processing algorithms used in RBM, we examined the following three 
kinds of schemes: MapReduce model, the traditional SGD mode and Downpour SGD 
model. MapReduce model is good at data parallel processing in the usual sense, but 
not suitable for depth iterative calculation in deep network training; Traditional SGD 
(Stochastic gradient descent) model is the most commonly used optimized method for 
training the Deep Neural Networks. However, this model is essentially serial, which 
means data movement between machines would be very time-consuming; Downpour 
SGD is a parallel optimization to the traditional model and is an asynchronous sto-
chastic gradient descent variant which use single DistBelief model and has many 
distributed copies. It is a good choice for large-scale data parallel computing. Accor-
dingly, we choose DownPour SGD for parallel processing to train RBM training 
process. 

As shown in Figure 4, parallel RBM training based on Downpour SGD has a basic 
idea: the training data is divided into several subsets and distributed on multiple 
Worker servers; each Worker server runs a copy of RBM model and just simply does 
communication with parameter server. The parameter server stores the current state of 
model parameters. Parameters of the model can be updated by updating the parame-
ters storing in the parameter server. At training phase, each Worker server obtains the 
parameters of current state of the model from the parameter server and performs min-
batch according to these parameters, calculate the gradient and push the results back 
to parameter server. In a simple implementation of Downpour SGD, you can set the 
Work server to obtain the updated parameters from parameter server after every “n-
fetch” times of mini-batch and push the new calculated gradient back to parameter 
server to update. 

The gradient update process is performed asynchronously in DownPour SGD, in 
this way, even a Worker server is down, it will not affect the work of other Worker 
servers. Although asynchronous update process will lead to the parameters of each 
Worker server slight difference, the algorithm has a good stability in current imple-
mentation. 
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After the training of the two RBM, the pre-training process of the DBN model is 
complete. The model is equivalent to a four-layer BP neural network now. The para-
meters between the three bottom layers have been initialized. Initialize the parameters 
between the top two layers and train the BP neural network with the training data set, 
which is fine-tuning process of the DBN model. 
 

    
 
 
 
 
  

 

 

 

3.3 Workflow-Based Collaborative Learning 

In the model training process, different settings of parameters in each module may 
affect the output of subsequent module so that it will affect the accuracy of the final 
DBN model. For example, if the proportion of the training data set is too low, it will 
prevent the IWA feature extraction, resulting in a low accuracy; if the maximum 
number of epochs is too low, it will make the network immature. In the collaborative 
module, we define the feedback process of the convergence and accuracy of the first 
two modules in the form of workflow. According to the convergence and accuracy of 
DBN model, we determine whether to make a reverse adjustment to the parameters of 
the user data pre-processing module and DBN training module or not, finally, improv-
ing the performance of the DBN model.  

Workflow is a class of business processes that can be completely or partially per-
formed automatically. Documents, information, and tasks can be passed and executed 
between different actors based on a series of procedural rules. The workflow we de-
fined is shown as Figure 5. 

 

Fig. 3. Basic DBN Model 
 

Fig. 4. Downpour SGD 
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Fig. 5. Collaborative Learning Workflow 

In this workflow, the data pre-processing module uses the original user data to 
generate a set of normalized user descriptive vector. After the completion of the DBN 
training process and the network weights have been initialized, the flow enters DBN 
fine tuning stage. If the BP network is not convergent in fine tuning stage, increase 
the number of epochs of BP until the convergence is achieved, then you get the 
trained DBN model. After checking DBN model with the test data set, and if the accu-
racy of DBN model does not achieve the desired threshold, increase the proportion of 
the training data set in classified data set in the user data pre-processing stage and 
increase the number of epochs of RBM in DBN pre-training stage. Retrain DBN 
model until the DBN model has a desired accuracy. 

4 Experiment 

4.1 Setting Up 

We get 3019 user information from Sina WeiBo by using web crawlers. The informa-
tion contains 26 behaviour related dimensions which including duration of registration, 
total number of micro-blog, the number of forwards, the number of collections, mem-
ber level, the number of Tab, location information, the number of self-describing words, 
total number of links contained in all blogs, the number of followers, the number of 
followings, the ratio of mutual followers, rate of interactions, the time of most blogs, 
and so on. Then we try to mark these users manually which includes 588 IWA and 2431 
normal users in three months, this is very challenging. All DBNs, which containing 4 
hidden layers each with 2048 units, were trained using SGD with a mini-batch size of 
128 training cases in pre-training. For simplicity, we use a default learning rate of 0.005 
in Gaussian-binary RBMs while using a learning rate of 0.08 in binary-binary RBMs. 
For fine-tuning, we used SGD with the same mini-batch size in pre-training. The learn-
ing rate started at 0.1. If the accuracy fells at the end of each epoch, the learning rate is 
halved. This process continues until the leaning rate fell below 0.001. 
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To evaluate the performance, we designed two experiments. We hope to check: 1) 
whether our improved DBN has acceptable training cost;2)whether our improved 
DBN has an averagely better identification accuracy than normal DBN. 

4.2 Training Cost 

We used 60% of the 3019 user information as the training data while the rest 40% as 
test data both in our improved DBN and normal DBN. In this experiment, we ran 100 
epochs for Gaussian-binary RBMs and 50 epochs for binary-binary RBMs in pre-
training. We determined that our improved DBN should take an accuracy of 85% to 
90% as a threshold in DBN model checking part of the workflow. Figure 6 shows the 
time cost of DBN models in pre-training and fine-tuning when our improved DBN 
complete training and achieve the accuracy goal. We can observe that the time under 
the accuracy of 90% is just double of the time under 85%. It is acceptable to get more 
five percent accuracy to archive an accuracy of 90%. 

4.3 Identification Accuracy 

The second experiment was designed to show identification Accuracy with different 
number of training data and test data. The proportion of the training data in this expe-
riment increased from 10% to 90% and the rest were used as test data. The figure 7 
shows that our improved DBN always has an averagely better accuracy than normal 
DBN, especially when the proportion of training data is small than 40%. We can see 
that the accuracy will begin falling when the proportion is larger than 75%. When the 
proportion is 60%, both our improved DBN and normal DBN nearly have the same 
accuracy.  
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5 Conclusions 

This paper proposes a collaborative hierarchical approach based on the DBN for IWA 
identification. We found that parallel computing can accelerate the user data pre-
process and the training process when the simple set is complex and large. We believe 
that this research still runs its beginning stage, and in the future， we will put more 
study and discussion on how to control the balance point between computing cost and 
identification accuracy.   
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